edinnovator: We've started!

edinnovator: If you don't see the video on your screen, refresh.

edinnovator: Here's a link to Jie Qi's Dandelion Painting:
  Jie Qi – Pu Gong Ying Tu (Dandelion Painting)

edinnovator: Any questions for the guests or young people?

edinnovator: We'll be spinning up the next hangout on air in just over 30 minutes, at 9:30 a.m. pacific, so stay tuned!

edinnovator: Welcome everyone!

edinnovator: https://www.fab10.org/en/fab-kids
  Fab Kids | FAB10 Barcelona

edinnovator: Any questions from the audience for Jie or Clem or the other guests?

edinnovator: Stay tuned for our next Hangout starting at 11am with Southern Nevada Writing Project!

edinnovator: Be sure to check out Hack Your Notebook creations by viewing the #HYNB2014 stream on Twitter.

edinnovator: SNWP- http://snwp.education.unlv.edu/
  Southern Nevada Writing Project | Writing ~ Teaching ~ Leading

edinnovator: K-Fai Steele and youth notebook hackers at Maker Jawn coming up at 1:30pm PT.

edinnovator: Maker Jawn: http://makerjawn.org/
  MakerJawn | Playing, Learning, and Making things light up in City of Brotherly Love and Sisterly Affection.

edinnovator: #HYNB2014

Jennifer_Dick: Testing tape + stickers =
https://plus.google.com/105597172706465988029/posts/996r1dac4Ad
edinnovator: http://simonetti.media.mit.edu/~jieqi/2012/01/paper-battery-holder-tutorial/

Paper battery holder tutorial | The Fine Art of Electronics  {under construction}

edinnovator: Hello!

edinnovator: Let us know if you have questions, Lou.

edinnovator: We'll pose them to Jie.

ljangler: We are making art right now. A participant wants to know if 5 red lights will work in parallel

Jennifer_Dick: Depends on the colors involved...

ljangler: Why color?

Jennifer_Dick: Different colors draw different amounts of power

ljangler: So there is a limit

ljangler: ?

Jennifer_Dick: low to high = red, green, blue, white

ljangler: Ok design decision made

ljangler: "Ok, I can do this in red"

Jennifer_Dick: Alternately, could do 5 of either color in parallel but stack 2 batteries

ljangler: We are rocking it over here. The alligator clips and battery holders are very useful for some of these projects

edinnovator: awesome, lou!

edinnovator: can't wait to see pics

edinnovator: *www.makesummer.org